Anxo Araújo premieres 'Canción perfecta' preview clip of his
first album that will be released on June 28.
 'Plan de Urbanismo para un novo couto mixto' is the title that gives its
name to the first solo album by the musician from Pontevedra.


'Canción perfecta' will be available on digital platforms and on your
YouTube channel starting this Wednesday, June 23.



This new work was recorded and mixed by Anxo Araújo in his studio Unha
Casa Calquera (Poio) and mastered by Victor Garcia in Ultramarinos
(Costa brava / Barcelona). You can listen to the advance single HERE.

Anxo Araújo premieres “Canción Perfecta”, the advance single of his first solo studio work “Plan de
Urbanismo para un novo couto mixto, which will be published on June 28th. "Perfect Song" is a
dream song that delves into the search for new paths, a fresh air full of joyful and optimistic
melancholy. The video clip is available from June 23 on digital platforms and on its YouTube channel.
“Plan de urbanismo para un novo couto mixto” starts from a personal need turned into a challenge.
The creation process took place during several months of the year 2020 in his recording studio,
obtaining as a result of that introspection ten beautiful songs that inspire us with moments of change,
self-affirmation and reflection on the relative importance of things.
This new work was born in the context of a pandemic. Happy music for times of crisis, or in the
words of Anxo himself «A way out of the deepest holes with confidence and enthusiasm. A boost of
self-esteem. A learning to dance by letting the accumulated anger go. A look at the world face to face.
An absolute liberation.».
The album was recorded and mixed in his studio Unha Casa Calquera (Poio) and mastered by Victor
Garcia at Ultramarinos (Costa Brava / Barcelona) and can be purchased at some physical outlets and
in digifile or digital format on his website, at which you can also have a fun time playing a game of
the mythical video game "Pong"!
Anxo Araújo brings us this interesting work that adds to the effervescent and prolific moment that
music lives and, more specifically, pop in Galician.
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